HORIZONTAL DISCHARGE COPPER DRAINS TO ROUTE WATER LATERALLY IN SHALLOW ACCESS AREAS

FEATURES:

- Versatile, economical, designed to accommodate drainage in spaces where normal vertical drainage is impeded by structural limitations.
- Available in 2", 3" and 4" sizes of copper 90° outlet.
- Marathon’s horizontal discharge drains adapt to all new and re-roofing systems.
- Typical accessories available include:
  - Polypropylene or metal clamping ring
  - PVC & TPO coatings for heat weld or adhesive connect systems
  - Strainers: cast iron or aluminum
  - Flat grate inserts for promenade applications

Minimum vertical space required for attachment of horizontal outlet:

Century Outlet Drain with clamping ring & polypropylene dome

Century Economy Outlet Drain with 10" poly dome

Optional Couplings

2", 3", & 4" sizes

- Straight Rubber Style:
- Fernco 90° Style:
- Straight Reducer Style: